
CHC 2D1 Culminating Activity 2008

The Scenario:
You have just secured a job as a summer student for Heritage Canada.  As a summer project, you have
been asked to create a proposal for a monument addressing the sacrifices that Canadians have made for
their country since 1914.  Your boss has already advised you to focus on one event that deserves more
public recognition.   You may choose which event you wish to concentrate on, but you must clearly
justify your choice.  Because he wants you to teach visitors about the sacrifices of the people involved
with the event, your proposal will include a model of the monument (not to scale!), and a two page
written proposal.   What an opportunity for a high school student! (Don’t blow it - your reputation as a
historian is at stake!)

The Assignment:
Create a model of a monument that you believe addresses the event you have chosen.  You can use any
materials you wish (as long as it isn’t biodegradable!)  Most monuments have a plaque with a significant
inscription linked to the event (this should be a brief description and could include a famous quote - it’s
your choice).  The proposal should include all of the criteria listed below, organized under headings, with

a focus placed on teaching your information to the general public.  (P.S. your boss (aka your teacher!)
must approve your choice before you start.)

Guidelines:

Written Content:

1.1 a written explanation of the event which addresses the 5Ws with specific details - minimum 2
paragraphs.

1.2 a written explanation (claim and support - therefore examples are needed here) of the event
you’ve chosen that justifies your choice and its relevance to Canadian History- minimum one
page

1.3 a plaque inscription - should be no longer than 30 words. 

1.4 a written explanation of the setting for your monument ( Where do you want to display it? Why?)
- minimum two paragraphs

Rough Work:

1.1 designing a monument chart

1.2 a blueprint for your monument

1.3 research notes

1.4 works cited page documenting your research



Possible Events to choose from:

• Montreal Massacre

• Individual battles (not Vimy Ridge - we already have one of those)

• Korean War

• Winnipeg General Strike

• Regina Riots

• October Crisis

• Specific peacekeeping mission

• Japanese Internment

• Halifax Explosion

• Minority Rights / treatment of minorities (immigrants, natives etc.)

• War on Terrorism (Afghanistan)

• Refugees

• Canadian response to International tragedies
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